
The AI Edge Bundle

The AI Edge Bundle offers participants a holistic understanding of data science, generative AI, ethical 

awareness, and a competitive edge in harnessing the potential of AI technologies for business success. 

It is ideal for anyone who aims to leverage AI technologies and data-driven strategies in a business 

context and wish to broaden their understanding of the business aspects of AI.

No technical experience or programming knowledge requirediAI Edge Bundle (Five Courses)

A curated collection of classes covering AI fundamentals

Data Ethics for Business Professionals (DEBIZTM)

This course covers core concepts of ethical principles, how they 

can be applied to emerging data driven technologies like AI and 

the impact to an organization. Topics covered include definition 

and discussions on data ethics, privacy, human-centered values, 

transparency, ethical risk, data bias and discrimination, and 

building a data ethics culture.

One Day | 
Data Science for Business Professionals (DSBIZTM)

This course covers data science concepts and technologies which 

turn raw data into useful information to make better informed 

business decisions. Topics include data science fundamentals, 

types of data, data acquisition, preparation, modeling, and 

visualization approaches, and discussions on the impact of data 

science within organizations.

Half Day | 

Making ChatGPT and Generative AI Work 

for You (GenAIBIZTM)

This course is designed to demystify generative AI for business 

professionals, and trace its power to actionable, real-world 

business goals. Topics include the fundamentals of generative AI, 

practice generating text, code, images, video, and audio using AI 

identify the benefits and challenges of generative AI and discuss 

implementation of generative AI practices within organizations.

One Day | 

AI-900T00 Microsoft Azure AI Fundamentals

This course covers the foundational concepts of AI and explores 

the Microsoft Azure services tailored for crafting AI solutions. 

This course is designed to foster an understanding of prevalent 

AI workloads and the capacity to recognize applicable Azure 

services, rather than focusing on training students to be expert 

data scientists or software developers.

One Day | 

This course will provide the foundational knowledge of AI that 

you need to steer your business forward using the benefits of 

Machine Learning and AI concepts. Topics include AI 

fundamentals, examples of AI implementations in a variety of 

technical disciplines, and discussions on the impact and 

opportunities for business operations.

AI for Business Professionals (AIBIZTM)
Half Day |  
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Bundle and Save 25% 

Use Promo Code: AIEDGE

Take 20% Off Individual Courses

Five AI Courses     Four Training Days

$2,381 $3,175

OR

Check out the AI Edge Bundle

https://unitedtraining.com/special-offers/ai-edge-for-business-professionals-training-bundle

